
Introduction

An Automotive networking revolution is underway, driven by the faster data speeds and higher data capacity 
required for safety and comfort for increasingly autonomous and connected vehicles. Well-established CAN-
centric in-vehicle networks (IVNs) can no longer support the large and diversified amount of data needed 
by the new features customers expect from their next vehicles. The ever-increasing bandwidth required 
to support always-connected telematics units, high-resolution head-units, radar sensors, surround-view 
cameras and more have transformed CAN-centric IVNs into domain-based in-vehicle architectures. In these 
architectures, a central gateway connects to several domain electronic control units (ECUs) using Automotive 
Ethernet communication technology. Each domain ECU implements specific functions such as driver 
assistance, infotainment, and  
body control.

Automotive Ethernet(1) is the de-facto standard solution for the communication backbone of these 
architectures, because of its full-duplex and scalable bandwidth, and the wealth of associated standards, 
tools and solutions available in the adjacent consumer and industrial markets. To meet specific time-
constrained application requirements, a set of time-sensitive networking (TSN) standards is released by the 
IEEE, the governing standardization body of Ethernet. These standards enable network functions such as 
distributed node synchronization, deterministic or bounded network latencies between end nodes, and 
network-path redundancy.

In this whitepaper we discuss IEEE 802.1Qbv “Enhancements for Scheduled Traffic,” a specific TSN standard 
which defines mechanisms to achieve deterministic communication latencies between network end nodes. 
This paper is designed for professionals who are interested in the application of IEEE 802.1Qbv in an 
Automotive Ethernet network.

In Section 1, we introduce the TSN task group, the IEEE 802.1Qbv standard and the IEEE 802.1AS standard. 
Section 2 presents four relevant “what if” scenarios to highlight the impact of having scheduled traffic 
capabilities, as well as a description of our physical Automotive Ethernet setup. In Section 3, we reveal  
the cost/benefit analysis for each of these scenarios before presenting our final conclusions in Section 4. 
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1. Time-Sensitive Networking

Overview

The IEEE 802.1 TSN task group(2) is working on a set of IEEE 802.1 standards to provide deterministic 
services in IEEE 802 networks, and to support guaranteed frame transport with low and bounded latency, 
low packet delay variation, and low packet loss. This task group evolved from the former IEEE 802.1 Audio/
Video Bridging (AVB) task group(3), originally focusing only on A/V applications. The TSN task group extends 
the standards created by the AVB task group by adding supporting mechanisms for more application types. 
Key TSN mechanisms include time synchronization, stream reservation, quality of service, redundancy and 
security. 

IEEE 802.1Qbv – Enhancements for Scheduled Traffic

An automotive Ethernet switch enables the sharing of a physical Automotive Ethernet link between multiple 
users and extends the point-to-point physical link to full networks. Typically, Ethernet frames go through 
three subsequent stages after entering a standard Automotive Ethernet switch: 

1. Ingress stage: Incoming Ethernet frames are received and go through various checks, after which they may 
get dropped, or are stored after optional modifications.

2. Forwarding stage: Stored frames are forwarded to the egress queues of one or more ports. The specific 
egress port(s) of an Ethernet frame depend on its source/destination MAC address and VLAN ID. The 
egress queue depends on the priority of the frame.

3. Egress stage: Frames in an egress queue are selected for transmission following a strict priority mechanism, 
meaning that the frames that are present in higher priority queues are selected before the frames that are 
present in lower priority queues.

An Automotive Ethernet switch that supports the mechanisms in the IEEE 802.1Qbv standard handles time-
scheduled traffic in the network by using a time-aware shaper (TAS)(4). This shaper is needed for applications 
where messages need to be delivered within tight timing constraints, irrespective of how much other data 
is also communicated over the same shared physical network. Examples of such applications are sensor 
to sensor-fusion data delivery and processing, onboard interprocessor communication between SOCs and 
control MCUs, intra-domain communication for specific signals, and control traffic delivery without contention 
from competing traffic. Figure 1 illustrates the mechanisms specified in the IEEE 802.1Qbv standard, in the 
egress stage of an Ethernet switch.
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Figure 1 Egress stage of an Ethernet switch with frame selection using IEEE 802.1Qbv transmission gates(4)
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Transmission gates (1) are added to the egress queues (2) of the switch that control whether frames in these 
queues are eligible for transmission. These gates are in turn controlled by a gate control list (3) with gate 
control entries (4). Each entry specifies for each egress queue whether the gate is open (“o”) or closed (“C”), 
and for how long. Frames in an egress queue are eligible for transmission selection following the other 
selection algorithms (5), if and only if that queue is open and will remain open for the duration it takes to 
transmit the frame. This means that no frames from a queue should still be in transmission when its gates is 
closed. This mechanism prevents any ongoing transmission from a closed queue from potentially blocking 
the immediate transmission of a frame from another queue during its scheduled open slot.

The Ethernet switch can guarantee the immediate transmission of a timing-critical Ethernet frame when 
it arrives at a queue’s gate at the moment it is scheduled to be open while the other gates are closed. In 
a mixed-criticality traffic scenario in an IVN, having this IEEE 802.1Qbv support means we can guarantee 
that no additional delay is introduced in the Ethernet switches by the ongoing transmission of other traffic. 
Figure 2 shows an example of mixed criticality over two cascaded ethernet switches, where the critical 
traffic is scheduled to go through without additional delay. There are exceptional cases where such a 
guarantee cannot be achieved even when Qbv is supported; for example, when the switch cannot know the 
transmission time of a frame. We will not go into these exceptional cases in this paper.

The timing-critical traffic source and the switch need to synchronize their actions in time for this Qbv 
mechanism to be effective and to guarantee the lowest latency through the switch. For a communication 
path through a larger network, we need to synchronize all switches with the sources of timing-critical traffic to 
obtain this lowest end-to-end latency guarantee through the network. We can use the clock synchronization 
mechanism described in the IEEE 802.1AS standard for this.

IEEE 802.1AS – Clock Synchronization

The start and execution of the IEEE 802.1Qbv schedule in switches can be synchronized following the Avnu 
Automotive Profile in the IEEE 802.1AS standard(5). This gives all TSN-capable switches a common view of 
time provided by a grandmaster clock in the network. The switches can use this common view of time to 
traverse through their gate control lists and thereby coordinate the opening and closing of the gates on their 
egress queues. When all components in a network have a common view of time:

- Sensor fusion applications can have a sense of the originating time of a frame, when the sensor nodes 
timestamp their frames when their payload information was sampled.

- Media applications can have a sense of the presentation time of a frame, where the application end nodes 
receive the timestamp at which they should present their media.

- Timing-critical applications can agree on a network communication schedule over time to guarantee the 
lowest end-to-end latency for control traffic by setting all switches to block all other traffic queues when 
the timing-critical traffic is expected to come through.

Critical traffic

Non-critical traffic

Critical traffic

Non-critical traffic

Figure 2: Minimizing end-to-end latency for safety-critical traffic in cascaded switches using IEEE 802.1Qbv
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2. Evaluation Scenarios and Physical Network Setup

There are many ways to configure an IVN to support a mixed-criticality traffic scenario. In the remainder of 
this paper, we evaluate four “what if” scenarios relevant to highlight the benefits and costs of having IEEE 
802.1Qbv’s scheduled traffic capabilities in your network:

1. What if the critical traffic source is the only user of the network?

2. What if the critical traffic must share the network with other users?

3. What if you have a critical periodic traffic source that you cannot synchronize with your network?

4. What if you need to minimize the jitter at the receiver of the scheduled traffic? 

To evaluate these four scenarios, we built a physical network setup with two Automotive Ethernet switches 
and various end nodes to send and receive traffic with different criticality. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of 
this setup and Table 1 lists the hardware we used and their Ethernet traffic characteristics.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the hardware setup created to evaluate the impact of Qbv features

Component Purpose Traffic type Period Frames per 
period

Average frame 
size

Average output 
data rate

RIoT board 1 Source gPTP 1 s 5 ~72 B 3.7 kbit/s

RIoT board 1 Source ST 1 s 1 64 B 512 bit/s

PC Source BE - - 1518 B 100 Mbit/s

MPC5604EKIT Source AV - - 1438 B 2 x ~25 Mbit/s

SJA1105T 
Application 
Board

Switch Mixed  - - - 100 Mbit/s

RIoT board 2 Sink Mixed - - - -

Table 1: Components used in the hardware setup

The traffic sources generate best effort (BE), audio/video (AV), and scheduled traffic (ST), forming the mixed-
criticality traffic use case in all four scenarios. In this setup, we use iPerf(6) on a PC to produce best effort 
traffic in the form of maximum-sized UDP frames at 100 Mbit/s.  We use two NXP® MPC5604EKIT(7) cameras  
to generate video traffic in the form of AVTP frames(8) at approximately 25 Mbit/s each, and we instrumented 
RIoT board(9) 1 to send out a scheduled traffic Ethernet message at a 1-second interval, starting at a fixed 
point in time.

Additionally, the scheduled traffic generator acts as the gPTP grandmaster in all scenarios, using the  
IEEE 802.1AS gPTP protocol to synchronize the scheduled traffic generator with the Ethernet switches to  
align their Qbv schedules.
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For the Ethernet switches, we use the NXP SJA1105T Automotive Ethernet switch(10). In these switches, 
we assign the best effort traffic, video traffic and gPTP traffic to the egress queues with priority 0, 3 and 
6 respectively. We map the scheduled traffic to the egress queue with priority 1 or 7, depending on the 
evaluation scenario. We use the support for time-aware shaping of the switches in our hardware setup to 
help illustrate the benefits and cost of using IEEE 802.1Qbv in our four evaluation scenarios.

3. Evaluation and Results

Using this hardware setup, we evaluated four relevant “what if” scenarios to highlight the impact of having 
scheduled traffic capabilities in an in-vehicle network. In this evaluation, we look at two key application 
performance metrics; end-to-end latency and jitter. We define end-to-end latency as the time it takes for a 
scheduled frame from transmission out of its source to reception at the sink, as shown in Figure 4. We define 
jitter to be the deviation from the expected periodicity of the scheduled traffic at the traffic sink in our setup.
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Scheduled Traffic
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All Traffic
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RIoTboard 2

End-to-End Latency
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Switch 
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Figure 4: End-to-end latency in our physical setup

Figure 5 shows an example of the cyclic schedule we use in the physical setup for the scheduled traffic. The 
time slot in the middle of the schedule is when the scheduled traffic is expected to arrive. The figure shows 
an “ooo” schedule, which we define as a schedule where the queue for the scheduled traffic is both open 
inside and outside its time slot. Alternatively, in the third and fourth scenario, we evaluate the use of a “CoC” 
schedule, where the queue for the scheduled traffic is closed outside its time slot. The time slot duration is 
set to 200 µs, to cover the jitter in the scheduled traffic generator. 

In the results, we normalize all measured end-to-end latencies to a reference point, which is the measured 
latency for a 64-byte frame to travel across the network without competing traffic present. The purpose of 
this normalization is to observe only the additional latency caused by competing traffic, added on top of the 
lowest achievable end-to-end latency.
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Figure 5: Example of an “ooo” Qbv schedule in the switch
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Scenario 1: What if the critical traffic source is the only user of the network?

We expect the best achievable end-to-end latency to occur when the scheduled traffic experiences no delay 
through the network due to the presence of other traffic. When the Qbv schedule is applied, the network is 
scheduled to ensure this best end-to-end latency for the critical traffic that the schedule is created for. When 
the critical traffic is the only user of the network, the Qbv schedule should make no difference to the end-
to-end latency compared to the case without the Qbv schedule. Figure 6 shows the added latency results 
of the case for the scheduled traffic without any other traffic present, both with and without IEEE 802.1Qbv 
support enabled in the switches. The result is the same for both cases, having no additional latency caused 
by interfering traffic. This is the expected behavior as there is no other traffic present that can block the 
transmission of the scheduled traffic in the Ethernet switches, meaning that the scheduled traffic will not 
experience any additional delay. 

Scenario 2: What if the critical traffic must share the network with other users?

Figure 7 shows the measured latency results for the traffic from the scheduled traffic generator in case 
the best effort and video traffic defined in Table 1 are added to the network. This figure shows a varying 
additional latency between 0 and ~500 μs in case a Qbv schedule is not used. The variation in the added 
latency for the scheduled traffic without a Qbv schedule in the switches depends on the egress priority 
that we assign to the scheduled frame, and whether the frame arrives at the switch during the transmission 
of another Ethernet frame. As expected, when we use a Qbv schedule in the Ethernet switches, we again 
observe that there is no added latency caused by interfering traffic.

Figure 6: Impact of scheduling without interfering traffic

Figure 7: Impact of scheduling with interfering traffic
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We also examined the jitter of the scheduled traffic at the source and the sink. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show 
the results we obtained with and without a Qbv schedule in the switches. Comparing the two figures, we 
observe that having the Qbv schedule in the switches limits the amount of jitter in the arrival time of the 
scheduled traffic frames at the sink to the amount of jitter in the transmission time of the scheduled traffic at 
its source.

Figure 8: Rx jitter without Qbv 

Figure 9: Rx jitter with Qbv

Scenario 3: What if you have a critical periodic traffic source that cannot be synchronized to your 
network?

Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the impact on the end-to-end latency results by a Qbv schedule that does not 
have the same time awareness as the source of the scheduled traffic. Figure 10 shows the results using an 
“ooo” schedule, while Figure 11 shows the results of a “CoC” schedule.
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Figure 10: Schedule always open, impact schedule offset 

Figure 11: Schedule closed outside its scheduled time slot

Considering that the Ethernet switches are synchronized to the grandmaster, the Ethernet source sends its 
scheduled traffic frames ahead of its scheduled slot by a fixed time offset in this evaluation scenario. As can 
be observed in Figure 10, when the egress queue of the scheduled traffic is configured to be always open (as 
shown in Figure 5), the worst case added latency behavior of an unsynchronized schedule will be the same as 
the scenario with no Qbv schedule at all. When the egress queue of the scheduled traffic is configured to be 
closed outside of its scheduled time slots, we can see in Figure 11 that the added latency results then depend 
on the time offset of the scheduled traffic source. What can also be observed in Figure 11 is that the addition 
to the end-to-end latency for a 100 µs shift is more stable and has a lower worst case value than the situation 
without a Qbv schedule. This tells us that a specific configuration of the schedule can limit the worst case 
added latency. Based on the results above, we observe that: 

- The worst case end-to-end latency is strongly dependent on the configured Qbv schedule, which means 
that the added latency for scheduled traffic over Ethernet switches is controllable by Qbv configuration.

- The worst case end-to-end latency with a Qbv schedule can be comparable to the worst case end-to-end 
latency without a Qbv schedule.

- The best case end-to-end latency with a synchronized Qbv schedule is comparable to the lowest achievable 
end-to-end latency over the network with no other traffic present, i.e., dedicated to the use of the scheduled 
traffic.

- The added latency behavior in general is as listed in Table 2. The table assumes the scheduled frame is the 
only one in its queue, and that other priority traffic is present.
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Assigned Priority of the 
Scheduled Traffic

Max. Added Latency

No Qbv Qbv, always open Qbv, open only in slot

Highest priority, arrives within its slot 1 frame None None

Lower priority, arrives within its slot N*1 frame None None

Highest priority, arrives outside its 
slot

1 frame 1 frame 1 cycle

Lower priority, arrives outside its slot N*1 frame 1 cycle 1 cycle

N = number of frames that could be selected for transmission before the scheduled traffic frame due to higher priority

Table 2: Maximum added latency to a scheduled traffic frame per Ethernet switch

Scenario 4: What if you need to minimize the jitter at the reception of the scheduled traffic?

For some time-constrained applications, having the lowest achievable end-to-end latency may not be the 
main concern. Instead, the jitter may be the main application performance metric. The Qbv scheduling 
mechanism can also be used to minimize the jitter at the reception of the scheduled traffic. 

In the results from scenario 2, we observed that the “ooo” schedule limits the amount of jitter at the sink to the 
jitter at the source. In this scenario, we evaluate how to use a shifted “CoC” schedule to minimize the jitter even 
further.

Figure 12: Impact on latency by shifted “CoC” schedule vs “ooo”

Figure 13: Impact on jitter by shifted “CoC” schedule vs “ooo”

Figure 12 shows us what we already know from scenario 3, where using a shifted “CoC” schedule increases 
the end-to-end latency depending on the offset of the shift. Figure 13 now shows us the impact of a shifted 
“CoC” schedule on the jitter. As can be observed from this figure, the jitter at the reception of the scheduled 
traffic is now minimized, even with regards to the jitter at the source.
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4. Conclusion

In this whitepaper, we have explained the main concepts of IEEE 802.1Qbv and shown benefits and  
costs of using Qbv scheduling on the end-to-end latency and jitter performance of scheduled traffic for  
timing-constrained applications. Our experiments were done using NXP and other commercially available 
components. The evaluation consisted of comparing the end-to-end latency and jitter results for scenarios  
with and without a Qbv schedule, the presence of other criticality traffic, the priority assigned to the 
scheduled traffic, the synchronicity of the scheduled traffic source with the schedule on the Ethernet 
switches, and the configuration of the schedule. 

Experiments show that with Qbv scheduling, it is possible to achieve the lowest possible latency through 
a network for periodically scheduled traffic frames, regardless of the priority of the frame and other traffic 
present. In the case of simple strict priority arbitration without Qbv scheduling, the end-to-end latency of 
a frame will be increased due to the presence of other traffic, with the increase being dependent on the 
assigned priority and timing of the competing traffic. Using Qbv scheduling is one solution to ensure lowest 
end-to-end latency for the traffic frames of a time-constrained application in a network with mixed criticality 
concurrent traffic. 

To achieve this lowest possible latency, it is necessary that the scheduled slots in the Qbv are chosen large 
enough to take this jitter of the source into account. It is also necessary for the scheduled traffic source to be 
synchronized to the switches in the network, and that the switches support the Qbv mechanisms in hardware.  
The cost to the system also lies in the reduced bandwidth given to the other traffic in the network, when it is 
blocked for the duration of the scheduled slot.

We also show that it is possible to minimize the jitter of scheduled traffic on reception at the sink, at the cost 
of added latency. To minimize the jitter, the egress queue for the scheduled traffic in the switch will be closed 
outside the scheduled slots, and the open time slot in the schedule of the switch will have a time offset 
with the scheduled traffic source. The resulting added latency is dependent on the jitter at the source and 
the schedule offset in the switches to the scheduled traffic source. The cycle time of the schedule caps the 
additional  
end-to-end latency. 

Anticipating future in-vehicle application requirements and subsequently evaluating possible solutions, as 
done in this whitepaper, is key to enable highly connected and autonomous vehicles in the very near future. 
As a leader in IVN and other automotive solutions, NXP can provide both product-based and technical 
support for manufacturers wanting to stay at the forefront of innovative in-vehicle networking.
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